
 
 

             
 
 
 
 
 
February 2018                        
 
Please pass on this newsletter to your friends in the Fellowship, either by forwarding via email or by printing 
copies to take to your local meetings. Anyone who wants their personal copy of the newsletter should send 
us their email address to the address below. You can also drop a line to GSO with any items for inclusion.   
 
Please note the contact address:   aainformation@gsogb.org.uk 
 

Wanted! “Invitations to give School Talks/Presentations!” 
 
Please share your experience, via PISN, of contacting and gaining access to the School Personnel responsible 
for authorising and arranging A.A. talks/presentations as part of their School Welfare Education programme. 
Some of us are struggling to get involvement, and are enthusiastic to offer this service. “Tips” received to be 
published for all to share. 

 

“Solutions for Alcoholism” 
 
A joint seminar held by Avon North and Avon South  Intergroups 
  
South Midland Region’s Archivist Sandi A reports:-   
 
A conference centre in Bristol—Engineers House—was chosen as the venue. 
 
We had 5 speakers   Roz Kennedy—Retired G.P and trustee of BDP.  Tony Mercer—Health England.  Nick 
Holroyd—Non alcoholic trustee.  Ash Khan who rotated off the board earlier in year and Rosie Phillips—
director of DHI Bath. 
 
Also 2 AA speakers Alex and Pragnya, who were very well received. 
 
The day started with a quiz as an ice breaker, we used round tables with 9 delegates and 1 AA member on 
each. We had Q&A after each speaker and an open mic session started off by a local police officer. 
 
The delegates came from a cross section of the community —NHS—Police—Prisons—University —Clergy— 
Treatment facilities—Local Government —Employment. 
 
The feedback from the evaluation forms was very positive with overall assessment 4.7 (out of 5)—72 
delegates and 16 AA’s  attended.  
 

“Highland Life” Article 
 
Inverness I/G PILO Marion Mc’s PI Team generated the following news article:- 
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Reaching out by Radio 
 
South Bedfordshire I/G’s PILO Pab K reports 17 thirty second A.A. announcements on Commercial Radio 
and an 11minute interview on BBC Three Counties Radio. This is the transcript:-   
 
“When Christmas comes not everyone is full of cheer, I hated the Christmas period when I was a drinker. The 
lightweights would be everywhere blocking up the bars, pubs and clubs! Serious drinkers like myself 
wouldn’t get a look in. As it turned out though I couldn’t drink because of a serious bout of gastritis. 
Everything I drank came back up as acid bile causing awful pain spasms. I first started drinking at 15 and liked 
the effect, admittedly I got into to trouble now and again but nothing very serious. And I learned the craft of 
drinking badly over the course of my teens. I married at 20 and went on to have two lovely daughters. I often 
dreaded losing my wife and kids and yet insanely I wandered on blindly toward that precipice despite all.  
 
The only real problems in our relationship was my emotional immaturity and an unhealthy liking for alcohol. 
We were married for 11 years but eventually that all came crashing down. I’d dreaded my wife walking out 
on me yet that was exactly what happened. After the divorce I had no restrictions on me I was free to stay 
out as long as I liked with whom I wanted and within two years of my divorce, my alcohol intake had 
increased exponentially on a weekly basis.I didn’t think I was alcoholic even though I drank every day.  
 
I thought I drank heavily because of the break up even though my drinking and erratic working pattern due 
to the physical state of my health and moods were the real cause. I borrowed money for drink from friends 
and family, convinced myself that all this was normal. Family members often hid from me if they saw me in 
the street lest I embarrass them or hit on them for money. I was oblivious to their feelings during this period.  
 
When I visited my children whom I loved dearly our outings invariably ended in some drinking establishment 
that allowed children. Denial was at its greatest at this time, I thought I was weak and useless, actually I was 
seriously ill. I moved around a lot as I outstayed my welcome at friends and family houses or digs because of 
my drinking, I blamed them for not allowing me to do what I wanted. More serious physical symptoms 
ensued such as DTs, jaundice and pain in the liver area of my back. I looked in the mirror one day and 
thought how tanned my face seemed (It was December) when I suddenly noticed that the whites of my eyes 
were yellow, yet I dared not go to the GP in case he told me I was ill or worse ask me how much I was 
drinking. 
 
I was 34 when I went to my first AA meeting not long after the jaundice incident, I had been on a 3-day 
bender so I was feeling really weak and feeble. My work, when I managed to get a day was labouring in the 
construction industry but just couldn’t manage it physically and I had just about blown the accommodation 
that I had, so I asked a friend to make the call to AA ,  the following evening I went to my first AA meeting 
with two fellas from AA. I have to say it was the first time in 3 years I had felt welcome anywhere, my 
drinking and behaviour had pushed everyone away from me. In AA people said to me “if you don’t pick up 
the first drink you can’t get drunk” well that was a new one on me! Everyone knows it’s the 10th. They 
looked like ordinary people, none of them looked like alcoholics to me.  
 
I still didn’t think I was an alcoholic, I thought I’d had a nervous breakdown because of my divorce and loss of 
children security and home. Members of AA gave me their numbers and told me to ring them anytime, one 
of them gave me a lift to a meeting the following evening. I was fearful of drinking again but wanted to be 
able to. I would argue with myself that I was mistaken about being an alcoholic, I was too young. However, 
after trying every which way, I found out that there could be no doubt. Someone told me that “denial isn’t 
just a river in Egypt”  
 
 



After a year in AA I realised I was an alcoholic, but finally I had a moment of clarity. I asked someone to 
sponsor me through the AA 12 step programme of recovery. I have had many great Christmases since I put 
down the drink and all of them were unbelievably better than any of the drinking ones. My life changed 
dramatically, I became a single parent as my wife moved out and let me take over their care.  
 
When I was 6 months sober I enrolled on an access course in fine art and I attained a place at a London 
University studying Fine Art and my recovery in AA and my degree course worked hand in hand with one 
another. I attained a Fine Art degree, then picked up another couple of qualifications along the way. I was 
able to rebuild the relationships within my family showing them, a day at a time, that I was sober and 
reliable and responsible. I’ve had the time to be a father to my children and encourage and support them 
with their education/university and be there for them.  
 
I know I’ve been very lucky to be able stop drinking when I did but I believe members of AA gave me their 
time and support through all the difficult times in my recovery. I began working in education and for the next 
17 years teaching Art and design and Ceramics. I’ve never had a desire for another drink and this year 
celebrated 28 years’ sobriety all because of AA. I still go to at least two AA meetings weekly because I’ve 
many, many great friends in AA but not least because the meetings are full of laughter and honesty. Being 
present when someone gradually turns their life around is a wonderful process to witness and I smile when 
people ask me why do I still need to go? The answer is simple, I go because AA saved my life and I owe it 
everything I have today.” 
 
East Lancs I/G PILO Daniel C reports a radio campaign taking place on the Isle of Man through January and is 
being played at least 2 times a day.  
 
Access via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mr2zzSfoMOand the Heart North West Campaign 
via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwflTzDxabA    We are appealing, not only if someone attends a 
meeting but also if any telephone operator around GB receives a call in relation to this, or the Isle of Man 
campaign that they forward any feedback, however limited  to eastlancsaa@gmail.com 
 
NW Region are also doing a publicity campaign with Admedia at Motorway Service Stations, shopping 
Centres, Manchester Picadilly and Liverpool Lime Street Stations in a unique way of A3 posters in toilets 
with free contact cards with our info on and also 1 large 1.75 meter high poster at each of the 15 Motorway 
Service Station sites across our Region. The campaign will go live all being well around 29th of January and 
will run for 2 weeks. If anyone wants any further information on these campaigns or wishes to give any 
feedback in relation to calls we receive or people coming into the meetings in relation to these campaigns 
then they can contact me via eastlancsaa@gmail.com 

 

Facebook Groups are not Anonymous 
 

A Sky News broadcast on 6th January on this issue included comment from an A.A. spokesman. The 
broadcast can be sourced on:- 
 
http://news.sky.com/story/addicts-warned-facebook-groups-are-not-anonymous-11197078 
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Intergroup Activity 
 
Coventry and Warwick I/G members shared their A.A. experience with “Change, Grow, Live” who offer 
recovery services from Doctors, Recovery Co-ordinates, Nurses, Recovery champions, Peer Mentors and 
Volunteers across Coventry. 
 
On behalf of Midland Region exhibition events covered included “Health and Wellbeing”, “Primary Care”, 
“Nursing in Practice” and “Occupational Therapy”. 
 
Birmingham I/G report completion of the 1st Job Centre workshop. 
 
Glasgow I/G report continuation of the meetings at Stobhill, Eriskay House and Gartnavel’s Kershaw Unit. 
 
Durham and Cleveland I/G report multiple sessions at Parkside Academy Willington, Consett Academy, 
Barnard Castle School. 
 
Plymouth I/G continue weekly Hospital visits. Hamoaze House request two-monthly visits. 
 

Christmas A.A. Press Release  
 
“Pick Up”- to date… 
 
28/12/17 Journalist covering about 10 newspapers from Chester through North Wales interviewed I/G PILO 
 
Newcastle Journal Group (including Newcastle Chronicle and the Sunday Sun) running the story with a 
blacked out video of an A.A. member talking about his experience, online and across their titles: 
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/health/battle-booze-alcoholic-tells-grim-14154044 
 
Editor of local Thames Ditton free magazine printing this A.A. Local Case Study.  
 
“How did you get on with your January New Year’s resolutions? Was cutting down or giving up alcohol one 
of them? Did you by any chance try Sober October or take notice of Alcohol Awareness month in November? 
These are the times when those who occasionally overindulge will rein in their drinking or smoking for a 
month or so. Others will promise to cut down for good. However, every day in thousands of households 
across the UK people are struggling with a real drink problem. An estimated 10.8 million adults are drinking 
at a level likely to pose a risk to their health and of those, 1.6 million have some level of alcohol dependency. 
Harmful drinking costs society £21 billion. (Public Health England source) 
 
According to Alcoholics Anonymous, people turning up for their first AA meeting are not sleeping on park 
benches, are not homeless and are usually employed. Outwardly they appear to have normal lives. Many 
appear to be very successful, with good jobs, a family and a mortgage. They get themselves up, they go to 
work, they come home - and then they drink. Sometimes they drink at work, at lunchtimes perhaps, or 
maybe they have begun to hide their drinking from their colleagues and their families. They may have 
become aware themselves that it might be a bit of a problem. Mostly they don’t think it’s a problem at all. 
They may dismiss criticism of their behaviour, or they may not be truthful about their levels of alcohol 
consumption. A lot of them feel unwell a lot of the time, a constant low hum of a hangover that gets louder 
now and again when they have really hit the bottle. They don’t know what will happen when they pick up a 
drink. Sometimes they can control it, sometimes they can’t. For some, it has already passed way beyond any 
form of control.    
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As one AA member, John, explained:  
I never expected to end up as an alcoholic, I don’t think anyone does. I thought going to AA would be just 
meeting another load of drunks; I could do that just as easily in my local pub. I wondered if my boss knew. 
But then I think everyone who knew me knew I actually had a drink problem. It was getting harder and 
harder to disguise. I just couldn’t stop drinking; I couldn’t remember a day that had gone by without me 
having a drink. It wasn’t always like that, it built up slowly and then seemed to gather momentum. The only 
days I didn’t drink were if I was literally too ill with flu or something to get up and go and get booze. 
 
 
Alcoholics Anonymous UK has been supporting people who want to stop drinking for the last 70 years. 
Unlike treatment centres, AA meetings are free and available to anyone. No waiting lists, no referrals. Their 
meetings are everywhere, in every city and nearly every town across the UK. Far from the preconceived idea 
of a problem drinker these AA meetings include men and women of all backgrounds for whom the nightly 
drink became a nightmare. Using a 12-step programme and the support of others who have stayed sober, 
they help the drinker stop - and stay stopped. Then they offer help and support to live a happy and 
contented life free from a dependence on alcohol.  
 
John continued:  
As I wake up today, 12 years later, still sober, remembering where I was last night, what I said and who I was 
with, I am very grateful. I didn’t stop drinking straight after my first AA meeting but I did stop eventually. My 
wife smiles at me today and my kids have spent most of their lives with a sober and happy Dad. I still go to 
AA to pass on what was given to me freely. I know that if people hadn’t kept going to AA then there wouldn’t 
have been anyone with any sobriety to help me. I’m still not quite sure why or how AA works as well as it 
does, but I know it worked for me and I have seen it work for many others. I think what I got from that first 
meeting was hope. I could see others had got better.  
 
As spelled out in its Preamble, which is read out before every meeting, “Alcoholics Anonymous is a 
fellowship of men and women who share their experience, strength and hope with each other that they may 
solve their common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism. The only requirement for 
membership is a desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or fees for A.A. membership…… Our primary 
purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.” AA has a national free helpline where 
first time callers are offered help by an AA volunteer who will share their experience on recovery and offer 
to put them in touch with an AA member who will take them to their first meeting. Some people find details 
of their local meetings from the AA website or other sources and come along on their own. If drink is costing 
you more than just money then there is help available today.” 
 

Centenary of Bill’s visit to Winchester Cathedral 
 
Northdown I/G PILO Chrissie B. reports – we are gearing up for the anniversary of Bill’s visit to the 
Cathedral.  The Dean and Vice Dean have a small working party to help us pop out a few press releases [draft 
below] but as this will run as an end of World War One Story anywhere in the country please feel free to 
adapt it to your own local history events. 
 
 Bill Wilson will also be going on the cathedral website under their heritage section. 
 
 We’re still desperate for photos of meetings at home and abroad for our display in the Discovery Centre.  
The idea is to have attractive visual images of AA meetings and pop useful information about AA under 
exteriors of buildings where meetings are held and a line or two about the meeting etc – everything will be 
within the Traditions, so no faces – but a bit of information is nice to give it a human touch.  Did you find the 
meeting on holiday – is it in your home town and been running for 30 years…. ?  
 



 Sadly slogans on walls and Big Books on tables look much the same from Australia to the US so a bit of local 
colour helps – a beach – an igloo…..  a palm tree at the door…..  
 
 If you have any contacts in the media who might be interested in a 1918 story please let me, or the 
cathedral or PI Team in York know.pi.northdown@aamail.org 

 
 

1918 - HOW ONE SOLDIER’S BATTLE BROUGHT PEACE TO 
MILLIONS  
 
2018 marks the centenary of the end of the First World War, and also of the visit of 
a certain Bill Wilson to Winchester Cathedral.  A young officer sent from American 
to fight in the trenches, Bill survived the war and went on to write one of the 
world’s best-selling books – the “Big Book” of Alcoholics Anonymous.  And on the 
first page he recounted the story of his wartime visit to the cathedral.  Today people 
from all over the world make the trip to see the grave of Thomas Thetcher which so 
inspired him.   
 

 
August 1918 - Bill Wilson’s Visit to Winchester Cathedral  
  
During the final months of World War One a young American soldier named Bill Wilson visited the cathedral 
at Winchester.  He was in England with a US army unit en route for France and was temporarily quartered in 
an enormous army camp at Morn Hill just outside the city.  Perhaps his visit was in part prompted by 
understandable apprehension as to what would happen to him once he reached the front.  
  
Strolling through the churchyard afterwards his eye was caught by the wording on a gravestone.  It had 
been erected in 1764 in memory of a young grenadier of the Hampshire Militia.  He had died ‘of 
a violent fever contracted from drinking small beer when hot… in grateful remembrance of whose universal 
goodwill towards his Comrades, this stone is placed here at their expence’ explained the inscription.    
  
Bill Wilson may have had a wry smile on his face as he perused it.  The soldier’s name, Thetcher, wasn’t too 
different from that of his great friend back home Ebby Thacher.  And Bill would have remembered that he 
and Ebby had certainly put away more than a few small beers in their time…    
  
Bill’s unit went to France to join in the fighting, but a few months later the war was over.  Despite his fears 
Bill had survived, and he was anxious to take up life in America again - he’d married just before leaving for 
England.  Sadly his initially successful career as a businessman gradually began to disintegrate as a result of 
his heavy drinking, until he was told that he would either have to be permanently locked up or would die as 
a result of his alcoholism.  But unlikely as it might seem, Bill and a handful of fellow alcoholics finally found a 
way in which sobriety could be achieved and maintained.    
  
Bill Wilson became one of the founding members of Alcoholics Anonymous and, writing of his many 
experiences in the hope of inspiring others, chose the story of his visit to the cathedral at Winchester as 
a young soldier in search of reassurance to begin what would become AA’s famous ‘Big Book’:  
  
We landed in England.  I visited Winchester cathedral.  Much moved, I wandered outside.  My attention was 
caught by a doggerel on an old tombstone: ‘Here lies a Hampshire Grenadier / Who caught his death / 
Drinking cold small beer /  A good soldier is ne’er forgot / Whether he dieth by musket / Or by pot’.  
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Alcoholics Anonymous’ ‘Big Book’ became one of the all-time best-sellers. The 25 millionth copy rolled 
off the presses as far back as 2005.  And around a million are still sold each year, despite it being available 
free online in English, Spanish and French.  In 2011 Time Magazine placed it on its list of 100 best and most 
influential books written since 1923 (the start of the magazine).  And a year later the Library of Congress 
designated it as one of the 88 ‘Books That Shaped America’.    
  
 
The ‘Big Book’ is still very much in active use.  It is read and discussed at most AA meetings, and is available 
in more than sixty languages since nowadays AA holds thousands of meetings all over the world.  There are 
probably very few members of the fellowship who don’t have their own much cherished copy. The story of 
Thomas Thetcher’s gravestone is still on the first page.  
  
Thomas Thetcher’s gravestone still stands in the churchyard at Winchester cathedral, although it’s a careful 
copy of the one that Bill Wilson saw on that warm August day back in 1918.  That stone was becoming badly 
weathered, and in 1966 was taken to the Regimental Museum in Winchester for safe keeping.     
  
AA’s and their families from across the world often make a point of visiting Winchester.  They search the 
graveyard for the stone, for they like to read the familiar inscription for themselves and perhaps take a 
photograph or two.  And many like to sit in the quiet of the churchyard and take a little time to reflect on the 
gift of sobriety, on universal goodwill towards comrades, and on the strange twist of fate which joined the 
stories of two young soldiers - Bill Wilson of Alcoholics Anonymous, and Thomas Thetcher, the 
Hampshire Grenadier.  
   
CENTENARY EVENTS  
  
This August there will be a ‘Celebration of Recovery’ in the Cathedral Close attended by many local 
organisations concerned with various aspects of recovery.   Throughout August there will be a display in the 
Winchester Discovery Centre illustrating the world of AA - with thousands of meetings held internationally 
every day, and over 200 self- help groups using the 12 Step Programme developed by Bill Wilson and his 
friends.  
  
A play about Bill’s visit is currently being written.  
  
For further information please contact Chrissie B, AA’s Public information Liaison Officer for the Winchester 
Area on 01794324461 or email pi.northdown@aamail.org   
  
The present gravestone may be seen at any time in the cathedral churchyard - filming permission by 
arrangement with the Dean and Chapter.  The ‘Bill Wilson’ stone may be viewed by arrangement with the 
curator of the Hampshire Regimental Museum in Winchester.  
 
 
 

 PLEASE pass on your experiences to the address below. PI Service news is fortunate to 
receive a great deal of information from throughout Great Britain and Continental 
European Region. If anything you have sent hasn’t appeared, please try again. 
 
INTERGROUP SECRETARIES – please pass on Public Information Service News to 
Group Service Representatives, by e-mail or hard copy. 
Please note the contact address: aainformation@gsogb.org.uk  
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